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Unita rebel movement of Angola
, what a shock ??? Comrades
this is a pure Jonas Shavimbi the
second, A men that real kill
thousends of innocent civilians
in Angola , I am sorry for our
brother and sister mislead . RDP
is every dangerous team , let as
be vigilant once again.
♦

Posted by CDE
FLAVIO
Comrades, the aims and objectives
of these political projects are to
derail the development of African
continent and its people through
dubious means with bad faith.
They talk of regime change in Africa and removing the liberation
parties from power. But the question remained: Who ask them to
interfere in our domestic affairs and
why should they need to change
our governments for us?
Nayashune nomaupote gawo
huyazinago! I think their aims and
objectives are quite very straight
forward, simple to manipulate the
so-called “get smart traitors to destabilize Africa and exploit the African resources”. So these imperialists follow this approach and
pump millions of dollars to pursue

their worst political projects. Who
will pump million of dollars for
free on a silver plate simple and
not expect any returns? Can one
explain to the Namibian nation
when did they start pumping
money to develop Namibia and its
people if not just bringing money
here to create jobs for their citizens
and drag the country into bad
debts? What is really worrisome
is the fact that there are these ignorant African brothers who preach
that Africa can not survive without Europe. Stop being ignorant
and make things work for yourself,
do not wait reactionaries to give
you handouts. These brothers must
start being productive and contributing to the development of
Namibia in whatever capacity they
can rather than waiting their masters to betray them and bring chaos
in Namibia because of their ignorance. How did Asia achieve the
economic emancipation? I believe
if we choose to succeed in this endeavor journey of economic emancipation then off course we can.
They must get used to the idea that
they lost their money and will do
that by sponsoring these bad,
poorly thought political project in
African continent in general and
Namibia in particular. Whether
they like it or not democracy will
always be determined by the

people of Namibia through the
ballot box and Namibia will never
be on sale, over our dead
♦

Posted by
Cde.Katusha kaNamibia
Dear Comrades,wish you all a
presperous 2010.May God bless
you all. The Real Disappointed
People are still at work to cause
anarchy in our country. Today
they claiming vote rigging, although during the campaign
they claim to be everywhere even
in State House. Shame on them!
The Namibian People have rejected them once and for all together with their cohorts of Phil
ya Nangolo and Gwen Lister.
Inamu shiitavela Comrades! We
should guard against the detractors. SWAPO United, SWAPO
Victorious, Now we disappointed the Detractors of
RADOPA and political cohorts.
Aluta Continua!
♦
Posted by cde. Villi
Kaniita, Windhoek
RDP and HH should tell the truth,
and he must be held responsible
for what he said. I was involved in
the Election Process and in Counting Process as well. Radopa agents
were there, they did tell us that they
are also part of State Security. At
the Verification Centre all were
welcome and free to go in. How

FOR THE CITY OF WINDHOEK

Tender Invitation
TENDER NO. M 05/10
Description:
SUPPLY AND DELIVERY OF “FORTY (40) ONLY STANDARD LDV’S (OF
NOT LESS 1.400 CC ENGINE CAPACITY) WITH CANOPIES, CITY POLICE
MARKINGS, BLUE AND RED LIGHT, SIREN, SIREN HORN, CITY POLICE
WRITING ON THE BONNET, TWO FRONT DOORS AND ON THE REAR
DOOR.
Closing Date:
Friday, 19 February 2010 at 11h00
Tender Documents: Available as from Friday 22 January 2010 at 14h00, at the Customer Care Centre,
Rev. Michael Scott Street, Windhoek.
Levy:
N$ 150.00 (Non-refundable)
Enquiries Technical: Mr. Uapiona Turitjo Tjipura - Tel: +264 61-290 2426 /
Mobile: +264 811 299 356, E-mail: utt@windhoekcc.org.na
Tender No.: M 06/10
Description:
SUPPLY AND DELIVERY OF “GREEN AND LIGHT GREEN PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING/OVERALL TO THE MUNICIPAL FLEET GARAGE “TWO
YEARLY” TENDER
Closing Date:
Friday, 19 February 2010 at 11h00
Tender Documents: Available as from Friday 22 January 2010 at 14h00, at the Customer Care Centre,
Rev. Michael Scott Street, Windhoek.
Levy:
N$ 100.00 (Non-refundable)
Enquiries Technical:
Mr. Uapiona Turitjo Tjipura - Tel: +264 61-290 2426
Mobile: +264 811 299 356, E-mail: utt@windhoekcc.org.na
TENDER NO. M 09/10
Description:
Supply and Delivery of Uniforms for Meter Reader and Drivers to the City of Windhoek
(Two Yearly Tender)
Closing Date:
Friday, 19 February 2010 at 11:00
Tender Documents: Available as from Friday 22 January 2010 at 14h00 at the Customer Care Centre,
Rev. Michael Scott Street, Windhoek.
Levy:
N$ 100.00 (Non-refundable)
Enquiries Technical:
Mr. WA Maasdorp - Tel: +264 (0) 61-290 2303
Tender No. M.10/10
Description:
Cleansing Services for the Sedan and Light Delivery van Vehicles of the City of
Windhoek (Two Yearly Tender)
Closing Date:
Friday, 19 February 2010 at 11:00
Site Inspection:
Compulsory site meeting: 04 February 2010, at 09H00, at the Municipal Fleet Garage
Board room, Patterson Street, Windhoek
Tender Documents: Available as from Friday 22 January 2010 at 14h00 at the Customer Care Centre,
Rev. Michael Scott Street, Windhoek.
Levy:
N$ 150.00 (Non-refundable)
Contact Person:
Mr. Uapiona Turitjo Tjipura - Tel: +264-(0) 61-290 2426
Mobile: 0811 299 356
Enquiries Procurement:

DELIVERY ADDRESS:

Ms. A. S. Shakaalela
Tel: +264-(0) 61-290 2270
Fax +264-(0) 61-290 2331
E-mail: ase@windhoekcc.org.na

Tender Box, Customer Care Centre, City of Windhoek
Rev Michael Scott Street
WINDHOEK
Tender adverts also available on internet - www.cityofwindhoek.org.na , click on News and publications
then click on Tenders
Notice No.02/2010

Namibia Today
many staff does the State Security
have? Nani kiilongo ohaa lafulilwa
uulayi wayo. Inatu itaala
mapukifo. HH na pukithe owala
his oradopa members. NATIONAL SECURITY IS BEING
THREATENED. I CHALLENGE the Konrad Adenauer
Stifung (KAS) to provide NBC
with verbatim tape of HH speech
at Brussel (Belgium). The Swapo
masses want to watch it, NOW!!!
♦

Posted by Swapo
Tuli (Windhoek, Namibia)
Good morning Comrades? May
God bless our Mighty SWAPO
Party and our leaders. Wishing
you all a wonderful and productive day further!
♦

Posted by Tomas
Kalimbo
Now that we have won the election a huge task is vested in our
new members of parliament and
in our President to ensure that the
fruits of independence do filter
through to all Namibians irrespective of colour, sex and ethic origins. One such responsibility is to
ensure that development and empowerment are seen to be taking
place in all our 13 regions in the
next five years.
♦

Posted by Comrade
non thinker #1
This article had been circulated
to various “unbiased” media
houses yet some had it shortened
of its full content. here it is comrades. Thinking Vote? Pre election jargon can be taken at face
value as it is in the spirit of competition, similar to school athletics where the various cheer leaders rant and rave loudly to boost
the confidence of their players.
However, after the games are
played and one is crowned the
victor, a sense of unity and decency must prevail; we must all
shake hands and continue our
efforts to improve in the areas
that left us vulnerable. This is not
the case in Namibia, some just
can’t believe that despite all the
letter’s, opinion pieces, anonymous texts etc, they are still unable to capture the hearts and
minds of the Namibian people.
Mr Kandetu went further to say
that tribalism is the order of the
day, which to an extent I can
agree with as some of the smaller
parties relied heavily on the
tribal vote, however the main
competitors in this year’s race
were largely from the same
group of tribes. How can one
logically attempt to diminish
SWAPO’s victory under the assumption of tribalism? The
prophets of doom had predicted
that the only way that SWAPO
may be defeated is if a faction
from the Oshiwambo members
broke away to form a rival
party, this indeed occurred with
the formation of the COD yet to
no avail. The prophets then went
back to the drawing board and
claimed that only a breakaway
group lead by an influential senior SWAPO member from the
Oshiwambo people will be able
to break SWAPO’s grip but alas
still to no avail. What does one
do after predicting so much
doom yet only to be doomed by
their own words? Some resort
to writing passionate fallacies to
the foreign press, while some
resort to tribal bashing by calling equal hard working
Namibian brothers and sisters
non-thinkers. “That the
Oshiwambo-speaking majority
in the northern regions has
turned out in numbers that

probably exceed even the voters’
roll projections is b
♦

Posted by Junias
Kalimbo, Ongwediva
Dear comrades, welcome to 2010,
the year of hard work and unity of
purposes. I have said it last year that
the failed plan of RDP to take over
the government from the Mighty
Swapo Party had totally failed during the just concluded election last
year. The subsequently idea of
forming coalition like in Kenya and
recently in Zimbabwe whereby the
leader of RDP was wishing to become a prime minister has also totally failed! The denied coalition
has come into being when all
opposition’s parties send the RDP
leader to German for the so-called
SADC opposition’s parties aiming
to take over governments from the
liberation parties. This was highlighted by the Hon. Minister Comrade Kaapanda this morning and
aired in national radio between
13:00 – 14:00. Comrades, I urge
you to be very vigilant and in whatever we do, let’s note that their
blood have water our precious freedom. When the books of heroes will
be written, those who have an ideas
of refusing the will of the Namibian
people through democratic means,
their names must be rejected irrespective their previous contribution.
Lastly, I urge all comrades to hold
hand together with those that are
respecting the democratic results as
announced by the electoral body
ECN irrespective of their political
affiliation. Namibia is our motherland and the victory of our Swapo
party must be respected.
Posted by Imanu Kleo Okalongo
Cdes, I want to let those nine opposition political parties knows that
SWAPO never change its aims and
objectives. Namibians are tired to
be misled thus why they are voting
for our Mighty SWAPO Party. We
do not need what they so called regime change in Namibia. Shame
on them, puppets. SWAPO always
emerge victorious and will maintain its two third majority on years
to come.
♦

Posted by CDE
FLAVIO
Comrades, we all know that the
reactionaries/traitors had two
things in mind before election either they win election by 30 seats
or the election is simple rigged.
Now the former did not work
and they pursued with the latter.
Namibian nation need to ask
these so called former Namibian
patriots to clarify how they comfortable seated on rigged seats in
parliament in all those years
without any complaint, this is
tantamount to betraying the nation. If we are not vigilant enough
then we will give the country in
the hand of betrayers and those
who want to reverse the will of
the Namibian nation and its development as the elders said. We
should never betray the sacrifice
of those whose blood waters our
freedom. We all now what they
are up to and the Namibian compatriots will always remain vigilant and we always vote smartly
as we have always did in the past
elections. My vote will never go
on sale!
♦

Posted by Naeman
N.Angula
What ever result from high court,
will never ever have any effect on
our resounding victory. Swapo will
even shine more, even the bird
knows it. Radopa and its colonies
are fighting a loosing battle.
ANIWA OMUNTU IHASI
INAALIWA.SHAME ON THEM

♦

Posted by Alpheus
Haufiku
Comrades and friends, I would
like to assure you that to me the
pending court case on the election challenge is a searching
heaven to lost makakus. we
rather focus our energy on our
education system especially to
Grade 10 ungraded students
and those who failed since
1993.Comrades some of these
people are deeply living in the
villages and cannot not recall
anymore not even the word
“Good morning” PLEASE LET
US LOOK AT THEM.
♦

Posted by By
Kotokeni
People be vigilant, I had a bad
dream and it might be happening.
The reactionaries in particular
Nyamu, Liboli and Ya Nangolo are
dangerous. The are planning many
things to destroy the country.
Please provide a tied security for
Nuuyoma, Pohambaand Mee
Pendukeni and more others, some
faces were hidden in my dream but
really I had a bad dream. Let all of
us to be vigilant from now on.
♦
Posted by Cde Nande
If Jonathan Cobra aka John
Grobler was hit by a bottle on
his face as reported by The
Namibian newspaper, then how
come his face appeared normal
with only finger nail scratches?
♦

Posted by Cde
Robert Uahana Hindjou
Comrades, we must be vigilant,
these so called opposition parties
and their cohorts (imperialists,
reactionaries)are trying their best
to destabilize the country. The
SWAPO Party is TOO MIGHTY
to compete with these fly-by-night
political packages. A Luta continua, A victoria e certa.
♦

Posted by Cde
Kanamutenya, whk
Comrades Simon J. /Uirab and
Tomas Kalimbo you are correct,
I concur with you, definitely not
even the high court can change
the will and aspirations of the
Namibian loving peace Majority, who un-equivocally mandate
the SWAPO Party to still and
continue rule this country. I have
also to thank NBCTV for showing the Battle of Kangamba Saturday night; it was a reality for
the new born to learn the history of Southern Africa in Particular led to the Independence
of beloved Namibia.
♦

Posted by James
Nakale
It is rumored that some ministries
are rushing to fill key positions
with unpatriotic elements after
hearing the call from the mighty
SWAPO to ensure that all key positions are occupied by tested cadres who will whole heartedly
implement our SWAPO party programmers. We must therefore keep
our eyes open and ensure that the
opposition does not continue to
enjoy representation in state departments as they recently claimed.
♦

Posted by Cde
Kanamutenya, Whk
The controvencial guy
Glober(Grobbler)always have
hang over about SWAPO, Hmm
no wonder what ever happen is
connected to the Party, What a
pity/ and he himself at what
Party he belongs anyway? If the
fight occur at a bar that has nothing to do with SWAPO, I think
he just received what he deserved to have received. Period!

